
Elaborated Discriminant Function Analysis 
 
Load the possum dataset 
 

possum <- read.table("C:\\Multi\\possum.txt", header=TRUE) 
 
  
An assessment of the assumptions 
 

Visualize the data 
 
library (car) 
 
scatterplotMatrix(~site + skulll + skullw + length + tail +foot + ear + eye + chest 
+ belly, data = possum, diag = "boxplot") 
 
While several of the variables appear to be positively correlated, none of the 
variables appear to be duplicates of each other.  We can proceed with our 
analyses.  
 
 
Checking for outliers 
 
library(mvoutlier) 
 
outliers <- aq.plot (possum [c("skulll", "skullw", "length", "tail", "foot", "ear", 

"eye", "chest", "belly")]) 
 
outliers 
 
This procedure identifies several of the individuals that were measured as possible 
outliers. We need to examine our data to decide if they do indeed represent 
outliers or if they are truly representative of the populations (sites) from which 
they were sampled.  You should never just assume that the cases identified as 
outliers are outliers without examining the data and critically assessing the 
evidence and the problem you are trying to address.  
 

Scenario 1 – They are real outliers 
 
If we decide that they are outliers, then we should exclude those 
individuals from the dataset.  The following code will remove the outliers 
identified in the previous step and construct a new dataset without the 
identified outliers.  
 
 
out = which(outliers$outliers == TRUE, arr.ind = TRUE) 
 



possum1 = possum[-out,] 
 

We should then check the new dataset (possum1) for outliers before we 
proceed.  

 
 

Scenario 2 – They are not real outliers 
 

After examining the data for the identified cases, we might decide that the 
cases do represent the populations from which they are drawn.  We should 
then proceed with our analyses with the original dataset (possum). The rest 
of these analyses assume this decision was made.  

 
 
Checking for normality -- Univariate 

 
library (nortest) 

 
shapiro.test(possum$skulll) 
 
shapiro.test(possum$skullw) 
 
shapiro.test(possum$length) 
 
shapiro.test(possum$tail) 
 
shapiro.test(possum$foot) 
 
shapiro.test(possum$ear) 

 
shapiro.test(possum$eye) 
 
shapiro.test(possum$chest) 
 
shapiro.test(possum$belly) 

 
 

The Shapiro tests indicate that the foot and ear measurements are not normally 
distributed.  This could be because of differences among the different sites in 
these two measurements (suggests that they might be effective at discriminating 
among populations/sites.  We will check the normality of the individual sites for 
foot and ear measurements.  

 
s1 <- possum [possum$site == 1, ] 
 
s2 <- possum [possum$site == 2, ] 



 
s3 <- possum [possum$site == 3, ] 
 
s4 <- possum [possum$site == 4, ] 
 
s5 <- possum [possum$site == 5, ] 
 
s6 <- possum [possum$site == 6, ] 
 
s7 <- possum [possum$site == 7, ] 
 
 
shapiro.test(s1$foot) 
 
shapiro.test(s1$ear) 
 
shapiro.test(s2$foot) 
 
shapiro.test(s2$ear) 

 
shapiro.test(s3$foot) 
 
shapiro.test(s3$ear) 

 
shapiro.test(s4$foot) 
 
shapiro.test(s4$ear) 

 
shapiro.test(s5$foot) 
 
shapiro.test(s5$ear) 

 
shapiro.test(s6$foot) 
 
shapiro.test(s6$ear) 

 
shapiro.test(s7$foot) 
 
shapiro.test(s7$ear) 

 
 

All of the tests of normality for foot and ear measurements divided by site 
indicate that the measurements are normally distributed except for Site 2 foot.  
We can safely assume that all of the measurements are normally distributed.  

 
  



Checking for normality -- Multivariate 
 

There are no good tests for multivariate normality.  Fortunately, the DFA is robust 
to violations in normality.  We are going to assess multivariate normality with the 
univariate tests above, a graphical procedure, and a test (not recommended).  

 
library (mvnormtest) 
 
N <- as.matrix(possum[2:10]) 
 
center <- colMeans(N) 
 
n <- nrow(N); p <- ncol(N); cov <- cov(N); 
 
d <- mahalanobis(N,center,cov) 
 
 
qqplot(qchisq(ppoints(n),df=p),d, main="QQ Plot Assessing Multivariate 
Normality", ylab="Mahalanobis D2") 
 
abline(a=0,b=1) 

 
 

M <- t(as.matrix(possum[2:10])) 
 
mshapiro.test(M) 

 
 

The qqplot does not show any deviation from a multivariate normal distribution.  
The multivariate Shaprio-Wilk test suggests that the data does differ significantly 
from a multivariate normal distribution.  Given that the univariate tests did not 
find a difference, there is no obvious deviation in the qqplot, and the DFA is 
robust for violations of normality, we are going to proceed.   
 

 
Performing the Discriminant Function Analysis 

 
library (MASS) 

 
possum.lda <- lda(site ~ skulll + skullw + length + tail + foot + ear + eye + chest 

+ belly, data = possum) 
 
 
possum.lda1 <- lda(site ~ skulll + skullw + length + tail + foot + ear + eye + chest 

+ belly, data = possum, CV=TRUE) 
 



possum.lda 
 
plot(possum.lda, dimen =3)   

 
 
The model has produced 6 new axes (LD1-6).  LD1 explains the greatest amount 
of the variation (0.881).  The variables tail, foot, and ear are loaded heavily on 
LD1 (-0.456, 0.294, and 0.575 respectively).  The graphs show that there are two 
groups (Sites 1 and 2 compared to Sites 3-7).  The two groups are well separated 
on LD1.  The other axes do not support the grouping of the sites.  
 
 

Assessing the model 
 
result <- table(possum$site, possum.lda1$class) 
 
result 
 
diag(prop.table(result, 1)) 
 
sum(diag(prop.table(result))) 

 
 
 The model assigned 67% the individuals to the correct site.   
 
 
Visualizing the solution 
 

possum.lda.values <- predict(possum.lda) 
 
plot(possum.lda.values$x[,1],possum.lda.values$x[,2], xlab = "Discriminant Axis 
1", ylab = "Discriminant Axis 2") 
 
text(possum.lda.values$x[,1],possum.lda.values$x[,2],possum$site,cex=0.7,pos=4
,col="red") 
 
 

Cross validation with goodness of fit 
 

train <- sample(1:nrow(possum), ceiling(nrow(possum)/3)) 
 
testdata <- possum[-train,] 
 
trainfit <- lda(site ~ skulll + skullw + length + tail + foot + ear + eye + chest + 
belly, data = possum, subset=train) 
 



trainfit 
 
fit <- predict(trainfit, testdata) 
 
result2 <- table(testdata$site, fit$class) 
 
result2 
 
sum(diag(result2)) / sum(result2) 
 
 
N <- as.matrix(result2) 
 
chisq.test(N) 
 
 
With cross-validation, the data is divided into two groups: training data and test 
data.  Training data is used to develop the model.  Test data is used to evaluate the 
model.  Because the test data is drawn from the dataset at random, the solution 
varies run to run.  


